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The product 0 o <P of two congruences 0, <?> of an algebra A is defined by the 
following rule: a = b(0o4>) if and only if c£A exists such that a = c(0) and 
c=b($). Two congruences 0l and 02 are /7-permutable if and only if 0lo02o 
o 6>, o 02 o ••• = 02 o 0 j o &2 o <9, o •••, where on both sides there are n factors. 
An algebra A is //-permutable if every two congruences' in A are /7-permutable. 
We define an equational class to be /7-permutable if every algebra of this class is 
n-permutable. It is well known, that an n-permutable equational class is (// + 1)-
permutable. In [1] G. GRATZER asks for examples of equational classes which show 
that H-permutability and (n + l)-permutability are not equivalent1). In this note 
we give an example with this property. 
T h e o r e m . For every natural number n>2 there exists an (n + \)-permutable 
equational class which is not n-permutable. 
P r o o f . Let /7 be a natural number. An /7-Boolean algebra 
®={B-, V, A„/ i (x) , . . . , / . ( * ) , o o . 0 i > - > < V ) 
is an algebra, with two binary operations V, A,/7 unary operations ft{x), ...,/„(x) 
and n + l nullary operations o0, ot, ..., o„, such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. (B; V, A) is a distributive lattice; 
2. x\Jon = on, xVo0=x for all x£B; 
3. [ ( ¿ V o i _ 1 ) A o 1 - ] V / / ( x ) = o l > - [ ( : * V o i - , ) A o J A / ( ( x ) = o ( _ 1 . 
The class of all «-Boolean algebras is denoted by Jf„. If then /¡(x) 
is the relative complement from x in [o f _, , o j , i.e. this interval is a Boolean lattice. 
A 1-Boolean algebra is a Boolean algebra. A finite chain <Sn of n + 1 elements is 
') For TT=2 A. MITSCHKE [2] has solved this problem. 
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an «-Boolean algebra, if we take its elements as nullary operations: o 0 < o l < o 2 < - -
• • • < o„ (o, £ <<?„), and fi{x) — oi if fi(x)~oi^, if xSo,. The congruences o f 
(€n are the latticercongruences, i.e. is not n-permutable. This shows that Jf„ 
is not «-permutable. 
Let B denote an arbitary «-Boolean algebra and x,y£B, x>y. Set al = {oihx)M y. 
(Then is a0=y, a„=x.) If 0 , and 0 2 are arbitary congruences f rom B, such that 
x=y (0^02% then ai_l=ai(&xy02) 0 — 1 , 2 , . . . , /7). The interval [ai^l,ai] is 
projective to a subinterval of loi_l,ol], i.e. [«¡-uf l , - ] is a Boolean lattice. Every 
Boolean lattice is 2-permutable and so for every / ( / '=1, 2, . . . , «) there exists a 
/, € [o, ^ , , a,] such that 
, ^ ¡ ( 0 j ) i odd, 1 = ' , ( 0 2 ) ' even, «¡ = ( ¡ ( 0 , ) i even, a ; = i ; ( 0 2 ) i odd. 
We have therefore between x , y a chain j 0 = ao=J ;> J i = i i — J n = - x : = a n 
with /7+1 elements, such that yi-i=yi(01) if i even and , s y ; ( 0 2 ) if 7 odd . 
Jfj, is therefore ( « + l)-permutable. 
R e m a r k . An equational class is (/7+ l)-permutable if and only if there exists 
(« + 2)-ary algebraic operations p0, ...,pn+i satisfying the fol lowing identities 
(see [3]): 
p0(x0, ..., x„+l) = *o , Pi-Ax 0, x0, X2,x2, ...)=Pi(x0, x0, x2,x2, ...) (7 = even), 
.pi-i(x0,xl,xl,x3,x3, ...)=pl(x0,xl,xl,x3,x3, . . . ) ' ( / odd), 
Pn + 1 C^O ? • • • 5 + 1) == Xn -j. | . 
A. MITSCHKE and H . WERNER have considered for the class the algebraic 
operations: 
Pi(x0, Xj , . . . , x„ + i ) = ( * ; A / „ + i - ; ( x i + i ) V x i + 2 ) V ( x , + 2 A ( / , ( x i + 1 ) V x , ) ) 
which show that is (n + l ) -permutable . 
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